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They are very efficient draught animals, they work tirelessly 
often until they drop and they offer emotional support to  
troubled people. Thousands of communities rely on their 
donkeys for survival. Others consider them vermin that destroy 
crops and grazing.

Donkeys are seldom highly valued for their meat or milk but 
now suddenly their skins have taken on enormous value. This 
has put all donkeys into a danger zone.  

DISPARATE PERCEPTIONS 
Donkeys fall between two camps: they are neither seen as 
domestic animals nor valued as stock. Yet they have stood their 
place in history, even during wartimes, as uncomplaining beasts 
of burden. They carry not only physical baggage but also the 
burden of negative perceptions and labels ascribed to them by 
humans who do not understand them.  

FAITHFULLY SERVING 
Whether from ignorance, desperation or deliberate cruelty, 
working donkeys invariably have a hard life. The life span of the 
average working donkey is about 12 years, but well-cared for 
into retirement they can reach 40 or more years. Because they 
are so often abused and brutally treated, they seem to understand 
the pain that some humans live with.  In therapeutic and  
sanctuary settings donkeys create awareness of the need for 
kindness and compassion for weak and humble creatures. 

Quoting a teacher after children from abusive backgrounds  
visited the Eseltjiesrus Donkey Sanctuary in South Africa: 
“Thank you so much for an unforgettable morning!  To be in 
an environment of love and safety is something these children 
rarely experience.  Their lives are filled with fears – how else if 
you live in a community characterized by almost all the social 
evils of this world.”

Rescued donkeys offer a beacon of hope in a tranquil haven, 
stimulating gentleness and caring.  Do we not owe them a huge 
debt?  It takes a brave person to show humility. Donkeys teach 
us such humility: look deep into the eyes of a donkey, but – you 
will have to kneel.

Welcome to the first newsletter of 
Donkeys for Africa. You are invit-
ed to share your plans and dreams, 
successes and failures, and to increase 
the effectiveness of your welfare 
interventions by communicating and 
learning from others with similar 
goals.  Here are some responses when 
introducing the concept:

“Thank you for taking the initiative to 
raise the African context. I believe we 

have a lot of exciting developments to share with the world. I 
support the idea and am ready to contribute my share.”  
Asmamaw Beyene, Ethiopia

“This is really a very brilliant idea and I totally support it.  
Problems shared are half solved. Let’s go for it.”
Julius Chulu, Malawi

“This is a great idea! There is a lot going on all-over Africa 
and the synergy and strength that can come from coordinating 
our collective efforts can be harnessed by sharing of infor-
mation regularly rather than during annual meetings. I fully 
support this idea especially with the current state of affairs of 
donkeys in the world.” Richard Ssuna, Malawi

Our website has contact details of organisations that have given 
their permission to be listed. Let us add your details there also.  
         
                       read more on Page four...

Our first issue

A need for caring and educating humans
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Children adore them and women in 
rural areas around the world find them 
easier to work with than cattle.

Eeyore with editor.

where I learnt a lot more about who, why, when, and how...
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The movement to protect and improve the welfare of donkeys 
has been gaining momentum and ALL CREATURES has joined 
the cavalry. In 2016 ALL CREATURES engaged in a project in 
partnership with The Donkey Sanctuary to examine the welfare 
of donkeys in ‘Tete’ Mozambique, far removed from any animal 
welfare organizations. ALL CREATURES is based in Lilongwe 
Malawi, several hundred kilometers away. The survey spanned 
three months and covered eight districts in Mozambique.

AIMS OF THE PROJECT 
The project identifies the traditional uses of donkeys, their num-
bers, distribution, age and sex. The donkeys in the area of study 
are used as a medium for trade, exchanged for cows or other 
items. Donkeys are also used for transportation of farm produce 
and to run household errands such as taking patients to the hos-
pital. Sometimes the donkeys are hired out for commercial gain, 
but this is minimal. 

WELFARE CHALLENGES 
There is a vast array of welfare problems. Internal parasites, foot 
rot, etc. go untreated. Unscrupulous people who pretend to know 
how to castrate donkeys cause unnecessary deaths. Donkeys 
are provided with poor housing facilities and are left to graze 
unsupervised, which leads to cruelty suffered at the hand of the 
public. The communities themselves are also suffering as don-
key thefts increase. A new trend of consuming donkey meat has 
risen in the area and often the meat is unexamined which poses 
serious health threats to the people. There is no strategy by the 
country’s Ministry of Agriculture to promote animal welfare.

Information from the survey will help ALL CREATURES and 
The Donkey Sanctuary to assess the feasibility of starting a 
donkey welfare project in the area and will also help establish 
possible partners in the area.  

SURVEY IN MOZAMBIQUE CARRIED OUT BY ALL CREATURES OF MALAWI
Better welfare for remote areas
 Activities: Mozambique & Tanzania

Conducting the survey. Educating donkey owners is a priority.

The Nipashe newsletter of February 2017 estimates the donkey 
population in Tanzania to be about 500,000 donkeys. Research 
by animal welfare associations in Tanzania shows that more 
than 100 donkeys are slaughtered per day at the Kizota donkey 
abattoir in Dodoma. Many donkeys die from thirst, hunger, 
overcrowding, trauma and injuries during transportation to the 
market and slaughter place. If the situation continues donkeys 
could become an endangered species in Tanzania. 
Dr. Frank P. Alkado, veterinarian at the Arusha Society for the  
Protection of Animals (ASPA)

 
We have been working to provide humane education to the  
donkey abattoir staff and also the holding ground/market staff 
and traders. We launched the Under The Skin report at our 
offices in Mpwapwa, central Tanzania, where people from the 
Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock and Fisheries attended as well 
as the organizations working with donkeys in Tanzania.  
Dr. Thomas W.Kahema, Executive Director of Tanzania Animal  
Welfare Society (TAWESO)

 

Donkey trade and education in Tanzania
Donkeys are endangered

Educating abattoir staff

Jim Ellsworth (ASPA board member) training donkey  
owners on proper harness fitting during the Tanzania Peasant 
Day at the Nanenane stadium in Arusha.

Harnessing education

Read more at www.thedonkeysanctuary.org.uk/ 
donkeys-wait-for-death 

CLICK

Dr Richard Ssuna, & Tiyanjane Kapalamula  
of ALL CREATURES.

http://www.allcreaturestrust.org CLICK
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A legal comment from 
South Africa

Can they suffer?
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The number of cases of donkey theft and illegal slaughter 
across Africa grows almost daily. A few examples; 
• In a rural community in Tanzania the villagers woke up to 
find all 24 of their hardworking animals had been stolen, killed 
and stripped of their skins overnight.  
• In South Africa the bodies of 35 skinned donkeys were found 
on the Sani Pass between South Africa and Lesotho. Later 29 
donkeys were rescued, feared stolen, near Sani Pass.  
• NSPCA personnel uncovered evidence of large numbers of 

donkeys having been inhumanely slaughtered at the Excelsior 
Lion Farm in the North West province. Approximately 100 skins 
were found.  
• The Brooke in Kenya illustrated the impact on donkey owners. 
Brooke East Africa supports the donkey welfare project of 
Farming Systems Kenya (FSK). By February last year more than 
300 donkeys had been reported stolen from the Naivasha com-
munity.  “It has been really hard to get by without my donkeys. 
I depend on the other donkey owners to rent out their donkeys to 
me at a fee as I save up to buy my own with the help of a small 
loan from Naivasha donkey owners association,’’ said Francis 
Njoroge, a local, when asked about the theft of his donkeys.  
 
These are the realities for 
donkey owners and users 
who lose their donkeys. 
They have to find ways 
to meet their daily needs 
as well as get the funds to 
replace their donkeys. With 
the increase in demand for 
donkey skins the price of 
donkeys has rocketed, mak-
ing replacement even more 
challenging.

COMMENT 
An interesting comment 
was received from Dr 
Keith Dutlow of Aware 
Trust in Zimbabwe: “I am a 
little concerned that the amount of media coverage being given 
to the Donkey Skin problem may actually start to encourage 
the process in countries where it is not currently a problem. In 
Zimbabwe so far we have had one possible case, which is under 
investigation, but if we publicise the problem too much, we may 
give unscrupulous, poverty stricken people the idea of how they 
can make money from it. This needs to be looked at with some 
caution in countries where it is not happening.”

The reality of the skins trade

 Comment & opinion

Sarah Kvalsvig BA LLB LLM  
(Environmental Law),  
Consultant at Cullinan & Associates.
Sarah is a Board member of the  
Eseltjiesrus Donkey Sanctuary.

The sudden massive increase in the 
trade in donkey skins has major 
welfare implications: the condition 
of the donkey does not affect the value of the skin and there is 
no incentive to ensure the donkeys are healthy or happy. The 
donkeys’ welfare and their real value in supporting people’s 
livelihoods are at risk.

WHAT THE LAW SAYS
Donkeys are domestic animals and are not protected by con-
servation laws in South Africa. Like any other domestic animal 
though, their welfare is regulated by the Animals Protection Act. 
The Act allows the Minister of Agriculture to prohibit the killing 
of animals, including donkeys, in order to use their skins for a 
commercial purpose. 

Given the Act’s purpose, to prevent cruelty to animals, our view 
is that he could invoke this section in order to ban the killing 
of donkeys for their skins where there is clear evidence that the 
trade is causing suffering to animals. At the least, we submit that 
he could impose a moratorium on the export of skins until it can 
be determined whether the trade can be properly regulated.

A recent string of judgements about animal welfare has culmi-
nated in the Constitutional Court mentioning animal welfare as a 
Constitutional issue for the first time. The Constitutional Court’s 
comments are welcome. 

Animals, both domestic and wild, are still regarded as property 
in South African law. This enables us to think about them  
mainly in terms of their economic value. 

SHOULD ANIMALS HAVE RIGHTS?
Musing on the abolition of slavery during the French  
Revolution, Jeremy Bentham considered whether animals 
should have rights as well as humans. The question was not 
“can they reason? and not, “can they talk?” but, “can they  
suffer?”  Why should the law refuse its protection to any  
sensitive being?  
 
He wondered when “the rest of the animal creation may  
acquire those rights which never could have been withholden 
from them but by the hand of tyranny?”

Hopefully, that time is drawing nearer.

Economic and social impact

With thanks to James Keben, FSK and Fatuma Matemu, Brooke East    
Africa and Dr Dutlow in Zimbabwe.

share your thoughts about these thoughts with editor@donkeysforafrica.org 
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Reflective collar pilot 
project.      Image VAWZ

  Hoofbeat –  your information update

• In 2016 the World Organisation for Animal Health (OIE) 
approved the first ever global welfare standards for working 
horses, donkeys and mules. The coalition will provide a unique 
resource to help put the standards into practice within the con-
texts of different countries, cultures and economies, to make a 
tangible difference to working animals and the communities that 
depend on them.

SOUTH AFRICA 
• The online portal Gumtree has banned the sale of all donkeys 
and mules on the site, not just the hides and by-products. 

• The National Lottery Operator in South Africa no longer  
supports any animal welfare. The NSPCA and many other 
animal welfare associations are attempting to explain the long 
lasting results of this sudden decision to them.

DONKEY ID 
Identification of donkeys 
is a problematic global 
issue.  Branding and ear 
mutilation have negative 
welfare implications. Dyes 
have been tried with little 
documented long-term success.   
Are you aware of a clever solution? Email us.

UNITED KINGDOM 
• Since issuing the ‘Under the Skin’ report, The Donkey  
Sanctuary has developed five new versions in Arabic, French, 
Spanish, Italian and Chinese, making it even more accessible. 
This now directly reaches the people who are affected by this 
trade, and also governments and officials who can help action 
change.

ZIMBABWE 
• Road accidents at night involving 
donkeys near Beit Bridge in Zimbabwe 
are an ongoing problem.  A group of 
vets has come up with an innovative 
solution: donkey collars made of reflec-
tive yellow tape. A pilot project with 
40 donkeys is under way and owners of 
these donkeys are giving feedback. The 
collars have to be  
‘donkey-friendly’= not rubbing the 
animals or tearing, and be clearly  
visable at night.

GLOBAL 
• The equine welfare charities, The Donkey Sanctuary, Brooke, 
SPANA and World Horse Welfare announced their first for-
mal coalition on 17th March 2017. These four charities are 
the world-leading experts in equine welfare with a combined 
geographic reach covering the major populations of the world’s 
working equines.

Mutilating ears is not effective.

www: thedonkeysanctuary.org.uk/under-the 
skin/latest-news

We need you     
Did you know that in Italy around 6 000 donkeys are 
being farmed for their milk? In our next edition we will report 
back on one of the few donkey milk farms in South Africa. 
We will also explain more about our local implementation 
of ‘THE HAND’ which is a welfare assessment programme 
developed by The Donkey Sanctuary.

Please share this newsletter. Engage and submit articles, ideas 
and provide us with feedback. Send us pictures we can share 
on our website and let us know how we can be more useful 
and effective.

I am in awe of my colleagues who are making the lives of 
donkeys better, day by day. Thank you to a great support 
team, and especially all 
the people at  
The Donkey  
Sanctuary. 

Annemarie 
McGregor, 
South Africa

• The World Veterinary Association Working Group on Animal 
Welfare has concise factsheets about specific animal welfare 
issues for veterinarians and the public around the world. 

CLICK The WVA factsheets are available at http://www.savc.org.
za/pdf_docs/WORKING%20EQUIDS%20FS%20Final.pdf

The Donkey Sanctuary 
made this 

communication  
possible  

... from page one  

with credit to Google

A lighter moment

CLICK

https://love.thedonkeysanctuary.org.uk/page.redir?target=https%3a%2f%2fwww.thedonkeysanctuary.org.uk%2funder-the-skin%2ffull-report&srcid=716&srctid=1&erid=3265120&trid=fd006ec0-9ffc-4bc6-b2b0-b74d3cdb15f1

